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Abstract:
In this paper, I model the interaction of an information system, its users, and its attackers as an ecological system with
three populations. I model the relationship between users and the system as an obligate mutualism and the
relationship between the system and the attackers as a predator-prey relationship. Sensitivity analysis on a numerical
example suggests that the model is consistent with expectations of economic reality. Critical point analysis suggests
that defenses that reduce the reward to attackers are superior to those that reduce damage to assets.
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Introduction

In this paper, I use the idea of an ecological system as an analogy to model information systems under
attack. I present two models: 1) a two-dimensional differential equation model and 2) a three-dimensional
differential equation model. The first model describes the relationship between an information system
(characterized by its value) and its users, and the second describes the relationship between an
information system, its users, and a population of attackers.
The notion of an ecology seems highly appropriate if one considers that systems that interact in a variety
of ways occupy the Internet. One “subecology” is that of Linux-based (or macOS- or Windows-based)
systems. Here, I focus on their economic rather than technical characteristics, but the ecology analogy still
holds. Data servers act in a similar way regardless of their technical differences.
One cannot completely solve the proposed model analytically. However, reasonable numerical values for
the parameters allow one to make reasonable inferences as to its behavior. Since the proposed models
are analytical, they offer several advantages over simulation models.


They allow one to identify critical points in the state space.



They allow one to criticize those critical points in terms of the system’s behavior in their vicinity.



They allow one to perform a formal sensitivity analysis of the critical points.

This paper proceeds as follows. In Section 2, I discuss some relevant literature. In Section 3, I present the
two-dimensional model and analyze it. In Section 4, I present the three-dimensional model and analyze it.
Finally, in Section 5, I discuss this study’s implications and possibilities for further work.

2

Background

Computer security (information security, infosec, information assurance, IA) is an economically serious
issue. Indeed, it has become a major issue at the highest levels of corporate governance (Yadron, 2014).
Verizon (2013) examined 47,000 incidents that occurred in 2012, including 621 confirmed data breaches,
and concluded that the majority of the attacks were economically motivated and that 19 percent were
“perpetrated by state affiliated actors” (p. 4) (i.e., spies). The Internet Crime Complaint Center (2013)
reports that, in 2012, U.S. companies suffered 289,874 incidents that cost in excess of US$500 trillion.
The Ponemon Institute (2012) notes that cybercrime is very costly to its victims. The Verizon report cited
above also notes that the vast majority of the data breaches (78%) involved attack vectors that were of
low or very low difficulty. Only one data breach (of 510 rated) was of high difficulty. It appears that one of
the major difficulties that businesses have in preparing to deal with cybercrime is lack of resources—
financial and human. In a survey with 1836 responding organizations, Ernst & Young (2012) found that 43
percent reported that they lacked people with the correct skills and training to defend their systems and
that 62 percent reported that they had budget constraints that limited their abilities to deal with Information
security. Thus, how to best allocate those resources is an important managerial concern.
Since many of the problems in computer security are technical, much research in computer security has
unsurprisingly focused on technical solutions such as formal methods, access control, intrusion detection,
and encryption. Bishop (2003) offers an excellent introduction to these subjects and an extensive
bibliography. Herzog, Shahmehri, and Duma (2007) provide an interesting ontology of information
security; virtually all of the countermeasures that they identify are technical.
Contribution:
This speculative paper reports models of the interaction between an information system, its users, and attackers. The
models use differential equations and builds on an ecology analogy. Although differential equations and the ideas of
ecology have recently been used in the information assurance literature, both remain novel. To demonstrate external
validity, I show that the model is consistent with some expected behaviors. Analysis of the critical points suggests that
policies to actively reduce the number of attackers or to reduce their rewards from their attacks are more valuable
than passive defenses. This result suggests that better law enforcement is an essential part of the solution that
requires the ability to identify attackers, which is currently difficult. Microsoft’s recent efforts to address the hot bot
fraud (Stewart & Marr, 2014) serves to illustrate this result. The paper may provide a basis for future work on
extending the mathematical model or for empirical work on evaluating the parameters. It should be of interest to those
interested in the modeling, economics, or simulation of security problems.
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The literature does not focus only, however, on technical matters. For instance, as long ago as the 1970s,
authors such as Saltzer and Schroeder (1975) noted the importance of “psychological acceptability” in
computer security. Several authors have since addressed the impact of technology on user behavior. In
particular, researchers using the technology acceptance model, the IS success model, and their
successors (Wixom & Todd, 2005; Venkatesh, Morris, Davis, & Davis, 2003; Davis, 1989; DeLone &
McLean, 1992) have shown that users’ attitudes affect their use of information technology. Novakovic,
McGill, and Dixon (2009) used the unified technology acceptance and survey data to examine user
behavior and found that usability had a positive effect on users’ behavior.
Economics also affects behavior. Becker (1968), in a landmark work, pioneered the use of economic
models to study criminal behavior. In particular, he argued that one can understand criminal actions as
rational economic decisions. Since then, many others have used economics to examine information
security. For example, Gordon and Loeb (2002) developed and applied economic analysis to the problem
of information security. They used their model to determine the optimal amount to spend on security while
considering the potential loss and vulnerability. Among their interesting results, they found that investing in
defending one’s most vulnerable targets is not necessarily optimal. Anderson and Moore (2007) surveyed
results from the economics of information security and identified several interesting economic issues.
They classify them into four themes: designing better systems, general security, dependability, and the
border between economics and psychology. Several authors have used game theory models to examine
attacker behavior in security games. While they do not explicitly consider information security, Yang,
Kiekintveld, Ordonez, Tambe, & John (2013) summarize that work well. They also use prospect theory to
model attacker behavior.
Others have focused on the dynamic character of computer security. Of particular interest here are those
authors who have used systems dynamics (Sterman, 2000) to study various aspects of the problem. Dutta
and Roy (2008) examine the evolution of system value after security incidents. Behara, Huang, and Hu
(2010) develop a model of investment for information security. Rosenfeld, Rus, and Cukier (2007) use
system archetypes (Senge, 1990; Braun, 2002) to analyze security scenarios. Pendegraft and Rounds
(2007) create a simulation to study the evolution of the value of a system under attack. They assume that
attackers and users make rational decisions about system use and attack. In particular, they assume that
increased system value attracts users and attackers and that use increases value while attacks decrease
value. Their show that the evolution of system value depends on initial conditions and various parameter
values. Their model serves as a starting point for the current work.
The general problem I focus on here concerns how to best allocate limited resources to defend the
information system (IS). In order to do that, one needs a model of the interactions between the system,
the users, and the attackers, which explains why I appeal to ecology for the model. In their classic paper,
Hannan and Freeman (1977) propose an ecology model of organizations. They emphasize the selection
focus of ecology. Their proposal has spawned a significant literature. Betz and Stevens (2013) discuss the
use of analogies (including ecology) in security research. They discuss the strengths, weaknesses, and
unstated premises of military, spatial, and biological analogies. They identify several biological analogies
used in security discussions, such as viruses, public health, and ecology, and they offer a brief survey of
their use. They also discuss the implications of the analogy in public discourse. One advantage is that it is
not “martial”. They note the difficulty in translating concepts from one field to another. While they
acknowledge that some (Thimbleby, Anderson, & Cairns, 1998) find the medical metaphor for viruses
misleading, they see no major problems with using the biology metaphor. They note that one advantage of
ecology is that it includes both benign and malign components. One can expand such models to include
human agents who interact with a system. These reasons seem to more than justify using the ecology
analogy.
Sportelli (1994) uses the predator prey model to overcome the structural instability of Goodwin's (1982)
growth cycle model. Mehlun, Moene, and Torvik (2003) use a predator prey model to study extortion and
similar crimes in developing economies. Tschirhart (2004) points out the similarity between economic
equilibrium and stability in a predator-prey ecology. Furnell (2008) makes a good case for the ecology
model. In particular, he notes that “predators” have demonstrated an ability to adapt faster than “prey”
have. He offers a detailed argument that the “analogy between the biological ecosystem and the Internet
is clear” (p. 4). Jorgensen, Rossignol, Takikawa, and Upper (2001) suggest that ecology is a useful way to
understand the information assurance problem. Rounds, Pendegraft, and Taylor (2007) explicitly discuss
the ecology of information security. Crandall, Ensafi, Forrest, Ladau, and Shebaro (2008) use the ecology
paradigm to study malware and treat different types of attacks as different species. Others (Mishra &
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Saini, 2007; Mishra & Jha, 2010) use epidemiological ideas to develop differential equation models of
malware propagation treating malware as an epidemic disease.
In mathematical ecology, mutualists refers to two species that interact in such a way as to increase each
other’s population (Brauer & Castillo-Chavez, 2000). When each species can survive without the other,
the relationship is called facultative mutualism. When neither party can survive without the other, the
relationship is called obligate mutualism. I use the idea of obligate mutualism to model the interaction
between an information system and its users. Clearly, if the information system (IS) has no value, it will
have no users, and, if it has no users, then the system’s value will decline to zero. In this context, data
primarily creates value. Of course, some system value resides in the hardware and software
infrastructure, but even infrastructure loses value as it becomes obsolete. So the model does not lose
validity even if it includes infrastructure.
I looked to the ecology literature for guidance in modeling the interaction between the IS and its users.
Addicott (1981) shows that a mutualistic relationship can lead to a stable or an unstable system. Dean
(1983) includes external limits in two mutualist populations due to external constraints. In particular, he
includes a limit, dependent on the population of the other species, in the logistic growth term of his model.
Rai, Freedman, and Addicott (1983) and Addicott and Freedman (1984) study three-species systems with
two in a mutualistic relationship and the third the prey of one of the first two. Freedman, Addicott, and Rai
(1987) identify four biologically significant ways that mutualists can interact to benefit a third, predator
population. One of those—increasing the number of prey—is consistent with our approach here. In
addition, they also make assumptions about the signs of some parameters that I cannot use here.
Hoeksema and Schwartz (2003) use an economic model of comparative advantage to model mutualism,
and McGill (2005) extends their work to explore facultative mutualism. Bronstein (1994) offers a
comprehensive survey of biological mutualistic models.
Pirolli and Card (1995) introduced the idea of information foraging. They called on the ecology literature to
describe information-seeking behaviors. Subsequently, Pirolli (2009) offered a framework that extends
theory about making predictions about behaviors. He did not consider security, but the notion of
information as an analogy to food in a biological system is useful here. In extending the information-asfood analogy, I take system value to reside largely in a system’s information: for example, in a database or
on a social media site.
The literature that deals with biological systems includes characteristics (see Section 3) that I believe are
inappropriate for the economic relationship between a system and its users. Thus, I offer here a two
population model with a mutualistic relationship tailored to information security.

3

Two-population Model

Since the three population model is complex, I found it useful to initially consider a system with only two
species. The two-population model accounts for the interaction between system and users (and attackers)
following the standard ecology model (Brauer & Castillo-Chavez, 2000). I follow this model because it is
well known and seems to fit the system / user interaction reasonably well. In this paper, among other
things, I evaluate the appropriateness of their assumptions. Perhaps my strongest assumption is that
species interact proportionately to the product of their populations. Here, I use user population and system
value. Other studies address system value’s “fuzziness” (Pendegraft & Rounds, 2007).
Ecologically, I characterize the user-system interaction as a mutualism. I make several assumptions that I
believe make sense for an IS and its users.


The system is deterministic.



One can describe system value with a single variable.



The system will decline in value if it is not used.



Use will increase an information system’s value.



If the system value increases (declines) in value, then the rate of use will increase (decrease).



The system and users interact proportionally to the product of system value times user
population.
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The standard model for population ecology uses the Kolmogorov model, which follows the following
format (Brauer & Castillo-Chavez, 2000):
x’ = x F(x,y)
y’ = y G(x,y)
I include two terms in both F and G. One term is the growth term (i.e., the natural response of a population
ignoring the impact of the other population). In biology, this usually has a positive growth component with
some sort of limiting character. The second term is the interaction term; a function of both populations, it is
commonly modeled as a product of both populations. This sort of modeling assumes that the populations
interact randomly. I acknowledge that this assumption is strong but believe it to be tolerable.
The key difference between this model and that typically found in biological systems is that I assume that
neither population has any ability to grow on its own (i.e., F(x,0)0 and G(0,y)0). A second difference
resides in the interaction term. While increasing the value of the system will increase the rate at which use
increases, it will do so at a decreasing rate. Dean (1983) emphasizes the importance of biologically
meaningful ways to limit growth, and I follow his lead by imposing economically meaningful limits on
system value and user population. The value of systems is inherently limited by the amount of data that
they can store and that data’s value. My models differ from Dean’s in that I use a rational function with
polynomial terms rather than an exponential partly because of its simplicity. The model assumes that
system value (V ) and user population ( U) have natural upper limits, K v , Ku, due to external factors such
as technology and investment. V also has an upper limit, Vmax, that depends on the current value of U.
Since the system has value only because of users, the number of those users must limit its value. I further
assume that additional users have decreasing marginal value. Thus V max is a function of U that behaves
as Figure 1 shows. In other words,

∂Vmax
∂U

>0 and

∂2 Vmax
∂U 2

<0.

Figure 1. Upper Limit on V as a function of U

Vmax 

K vU
v0  U

A simple way to model the limit is
. Here, Kv is the maximum limit on V imposed by
externalities and v0 is a shape factor that specifies the level of U that gives Vmax equal to half of Kv. Thus
specified, Vmax satisfies the criteria specified above. That is:
𝜕 Vmax
𝜕𝑈

𝜕 2 Vmax
𝐾𝑣 𝑣0
−2𝐾𝑣 𝑣0
=
> 0, 𝑎𝑛𝑑
=
<0
2
2
(𝑣0 + 𝑈)
(𝑣0 + 𝑈)3
𝜕 𝑈

(1)

I use a similar argument to develop Umax, the upper limit for U.
The labeling of v0 may seem odd. I use “v” rather than “u” because it is a parameter in the equation that
defines V. This labeling will be clearer after examining the model. To clarify the notation, Appendix A
presents a table of notation.
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The Model

I model the interaction as follows:
̇
𝑉=

𝑑𝑉
𝑉
𝑉(𝑣0 + 𝑈)
= −𝑣1 V + 𝑣2 𝑉𝑈 (1 −
) = −𝑣1 V + 𝑣2 𝑉𝑈 (1 −
)
𝑑𝑡
𝑉𝑚𝑎𝑥
𝐾𝑣 𝑈

(2)

𝑑𝑈
𝑈(𝑢0 + 𝑉)
= −𝑢1 U + 𝑢2 𝑉𝑈 (1 −
)
𝑑𝑡
𝐾𝑢 𝑉

(3)

𝑈̇ =

I assume all of the parameters to be positive.

3.2

Model Discussion

Since Equations 1 and 2 are similar, I explain only Equation 2. The first term, –v1V, represents a loss in
system value that naturally occurs due to stale data and technological obsolescence. This term is
𝑈(𝑢0 +𝑉)
analogous to the natural death rate in a biological model. The second term ( 𝑢2 𝑉𝑈 (1 −
))
𝐾𝑢 𝑉

represents the growth in system value due to interaction between the system and the users. V increases
at a rate proportional to V and to the amount of usage, U. The change is proportional to the frequency of
the interaction between users and the system, which I assume as per the ecology analogy to be
proportional to the product of U and V. The more users and the greater the value of the system, the more
interactions there will be. The final factor in that term recognizes that the rate at which V increases
declines as V increases and that it ultimately falls to 0 as V approaches Vmax. Equation 3 has a similar
interpretation.
The two parameters, v1 and u1, represent the rate at which these values decline absent the other
population. Similarly, v2 and u2 are the “growth” rates. But, they are factors in a term including the product
UV, so they imply growth when only U and V are both positive.
Before I solve this system, I consider an illustrative example (I thank the senior editor for the paper for
suggesting this example). Consider a social media system. The value of such a system resides largely in
its data and features. Modeling its relationship with its users as a mutualism seems very reasonable.
There is no use without the system and no system value without users. Note that both have inherent
upper limits. In particular, use is limited by the Earth’s population, and system value has inherently limited
economic value. The more value a system has, the more users it will have and vice versa. The u 1
parameter reflects the rate at which users stop using a system (perhaps in favor of another system), while
u2 reflects the rate at which system value attracts new users. Similarly, v 1 captures the rate at which the
system loses value (perhaps due to social media), to fashionable features.
The model assumes that the parameters are constant (at least over some reasonable period of time). But
there is no reason to assume that the parameters have the same values for all systems. It is entirely
possible that parameters might change, such as when new competing systems are established or when
fashions change. As an example, MySpace’s demise relative to Facebook (Vascellaro, Steel, & Adams,
2011; Chiemleroski & Sarno, 2009) may have been due to the higher perceived value that Facebook
offered or due to changes in the parameters of the MySpace system similar to the increases in v1 that I
examine in Section 3.5 (Case 2).

3.3

Solution

I follow the usual procedure for solving such systems (see, e.g., Boyce & DiPrima, 2005). To evaluate
such a system of equations, I first identify the nullclines and critical points. The nullclines are the sets of
points where the two time derivatives are 0. That is, on the nullcline, the variable does not change over
time. At their points of intersection, the critical points (CP), both variables are constant over time. While
the nullclines are not inherently interesting in themselves in this problem, the critical points are. A stable
CP is akin to an economic equilibrium point.
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At the critical points, the system has some sort of equilibrium, which I evaluate in due course. To
determine the nullclines, I set 𝑈̇ and 𝑉̇ equal to 0. One can see immediately that V = 0 and U = 0 are
nullclines and that there is a critical point at the origin. One can then factor out V from Equation 2 and U
from Equation 3, which leaves:

 v1 K v v2 ( K vU v0V  UV )  0

(4)

 u1 Ku u2 ( KuV  u0U  UV )  0

(5)

One can arrange these equations to get:

UV  v0V  K vU  

v1
Kv
v2

(6)

UV  u0U  K uV  

u1
Ku
u2

(7)

These are both hyperbolas in the U V space. Table 1 provides the asymptotes and intercepts. Equation 8
provides the value of V at the intersections:
𝑉 ∗ = (𝑢0 𝑣0 𝑣2 𝑣2 + 𝑣2 𝐾𝑢 𝑢1 + 𝐾𝑣 𝐾𝑢 𝑢2 𝑣2 − 𝐾𝑣 𝑢2 𝑣1 +
𝑢02 𝑣02 𝑢22 𝑣22 − 2𝑣2 𝑣0 𝑢2 𝑢0 𝐾𝑢 𝑢1 − 2𝑣22 𝑢22 𝑢0 𝐾𝑣 𝐾𝑢 − 2𝑣22 𝑣0 𝑢22 𝑢0 𝑣1 𝐾𝑣
√ + 𝑣22 𝐾𝑢2 𝑢12 − 2𝑣22 𝐾𝑢2 𝑢1 𝐾𝑣 𝑢2 − 2𝑣2 𝐾𝑢 𝑢1 𝑣1 𝐾𝑣 𝑢2 + 𝑣22 𝐾𝑣2 𝐾𝑢2 𝑢22
+2𝑣2 𝐾𝑣2 𝐾𝑢 𝑣0 𝑢22 𝑣1 − 𝑣12 𝐾𝑣2 𝑢22 − 4𝑣22 𝑣0 𝑢2 𝐾𝑣 𝐾𝑢 𝑢1 − 4𝑣1 𝐾𝑢 𝑢22 𝑢0 𝑣1 𝐾𝑣

(8)

2(𝑣2 𝑣0 𝑢2 𝑣2 𝐾𝑢 𝑢2 )
I omit the similar equation for U for brevity. As one can see, Equation 8 is not a convenient expression to
evaluate analytically, so I do so mostly with numeric examples. However, one can observe that, when the
quantity under the radical is positive, there are two points of intersection and that, when it is negative, the
intersections are complex.
Table 1. Nullcline Asymptotes and Intercepts
Asymptotes

3.4

Intercepts

V→∞

U→∞

U=0

V=0

V null cline (5)

U = -v0

V = Kv

V = -Kvv1/v0v2

v1/v2

U null cline (6)

U = Ku

V = -u0

V = u1/u2

-Kuu1/u0u2

Critical Point Evaluation

I chose parameters (Table 2) to illustrate the two-intersection case. Figure 2 shows the general
appearance of these curves in the UV phase plane. There are two points of intersection in the positive
quadrant. One (farther from the origin) is a coexistence or stable equilibrium (i.e., both populations survive
in positive numbers). The second is an unstable equilibrium, which divides the phase plane into two
regions: one that evolves toward the origin and another that evolves toward the coexistence point.
To characterize the critical points, I calculate the Jacobian (community) matrix:
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𝑣0 + 𝑈
𝑉
−𝑣1 + 𝑣2 𝑈 − 2𝑣2 V (
)
𝑣2 𝑉(1 − )
𝐾𝑣
𝐾𝑣
𝐽=
𝑈
𝑢0 + 𝑉
𝑢2 𝑈(1 − )
−𝑢1 + 𝑢2 V − 2𝑢2 U(
)
[
𝐾𝑢
𝐾𝑢 ]

(9)

Section 1 in Appendix B provides the code. At the origin:
𝐽=[

−𝑣1
0

0
]
−𝑢1

(10)

The values of its eigenvectors at the critical points reveal the character of the critical point. As an example,
I evaluated the system with the following parameters, which seem to be plausible values at least in
relation to one another.
Table 2. Case 1
Ku

Kv

v0

v1

v2

u0

u1

u2

100

300

20

.1

.01

60

.1

.01

Table 3 show the eigenvalues at the critical points (CPs) for Case 1 (section 3 in Appendix B shows the
code).
Table 3. Critical Point Evaluation: Case 1
Critical Point (CP)

U*

V*

Eigenvalues

Characteristic

1

0

0

-.1

-.1

Sink

stable

2

12.1

19.6

.086

-0.203

Saddle point

unstable

3

73.4

203.7

-.54

-2.02

Sink

stable

Since the eigenvalues for the origin are negative, it is stable (i.e., a sink). Systems in its vicinity will
gravitate toward it. The eigenvalues of the next CP differ in sign, which means that it is a saddle point.
That means that any solutions in the vicinity will move toward that point along one axis but away along the
other. Similarly, the third CP is also a stable equilibrium.
The graphs in Figure 2 illustrate the nullclines and phase diagram (see section 4 in Appendix B). One is a
close-up of the critical point nearer the origin. The phase diagram confirms the analysis regarding the
nature of the critical points.

Figure 2. Vector Field for Case 1 (Close-up on Right)

Since the nullclines are hyperbolas, they can intersect in 0, 1, or 2 points. I chose values for the
parameters to illustrate the case with zero intersections and the two-intersection case. While they reflect
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specific cases, they nonetheless illustrate the range of possible behaviors for the system. Thus, there is
nothing “magical” about the parameters I selected. I made some effort to make the values “reasonable”
with respect to each other. As the two-intersection case that Figure 2 illustrates, the system will evolve to
one of two points (stable CPs). One is at the origin, which is to say that the system has no value and no
users. The other is in the positive quadrant, which suggests that there is a stable economically viable
solution to the system. Any slight deviation from that CP will result in the system returning to the CP. The
ultimate destination of the evolution of a system depends on its initial conditions (i.e., where it starts). The
arrows in the phase diagrams indicate in which direction a system in each location will move. In particular,
a system starting with a low value (point 1) and a small number of users will become extinct. The clear
implication is that, to be viable, a system must have some significant initial value, which makes sense
from an economic point of view. If it is to survive, it must be adequately funded with respect to
infrastructure. From users’ point of view, its content must have some initial intrinsic value or it will not
attract sufficient users to survive. In many cases, novelty may attract users (Chau & Hui, 1998). Fashion
theory (Sproles, 1974) suggests that novelty in itself may attract consumers. Similarly, an obsolete system
with low value (point 2) and many users might evolve in either direction depending on exactly where it is in
the state space. Arguably, one could model obsolescence in such a case by changing the value of v2 (or
v0 or Ku). Since this model has constant parameters, such a change would essentially be a “new” system
(I thank a reviewer for suggesting this example).

3.5

Sensitivity Analysis

To illustrate the sensitivity of the CP to changes in the parameters, I slightly varied two of the parameters.
In particular, u1 and v1 were increased while the other parameters were kept constant (Table 4). In the
social media site, these represent the rate at which users abandon a site and the rate at which the site
content becomes stale or obsolete due, perhaps, to natural aging or loss of fashionability. Figure 3 shows
the evolution of the system as u1 and v1 change. (See Appendix B section 5.) The thin solid lines (labeled
c1) are the original system (Case 1). The thick dashed lines are the nullclines for Case 2, and the dotted
lines are from Case 3. The stable critical point in Case 2 (CP2) is substantially closer to the origin than is
the critical point for Case 1 (CP1). As one increases u1 and v1 further, the stable equilibrium disappears
(Case 3) and the system declines both in value and users to extinction. I do not claim that this explanation
fully explains the behavior of these systems, but it does seem to model it.
One could observe such behavior in MySpace after Facebook appeared. News Com purchased MySpace
in 2005 for $580 million. By mid-2009, Facebook had more participants, and, in 2011, News Comm sold
MySpace for about $35 Million. In the opinion of some, social network sites have “the fleeting popularity of
a trendy nightclub” (Chmieleski & Sarno, 2009). They and others (Digital Trends Staff, 2014) suggest that
Facebook’s better innovation allowed it to overtake MySpace.
Consider also the case of another social media site, Friendster. It pioneered social media, but is now
defunct. It reappeared as a gaming site in 2011 but shut down in 2015 (Friendster.com). In studying
Friendster’s rapid decline, Garcia, Mavrodiev, and Schweitzer (2013) conclude that changes in a website
may cause users to leave, which, in turn, causes others to leave and so on. If many users have only a
handful friends, a website may be vulnerable to a rapid decline such as Friendster’s. That situation might
correspond to a high v1 value and low u2 and v2 values. Their study may provide hints for how to evaluate
the parameters in the current model, but I do not do so here. A possible policy implication of their study
and the two population model offered here is that website managers should monitor the rate at which
users stop using the system and survey changes in customer satisfaction, the results of which they could
use to estimate v1 and u1, respectively.
I continue the sensitivity analysis by briefly examining the impact of the parameters individually on the
solution’s geometry. Figure 4 illustrates the impact of change to u 0 (see section 5 in Appendix B). Note
that, as u0 increases to near 300, a behavior change occurs, and the system no longer has real critical
points other than the origin. Changes in the values of the other parameters have similar results.
Table 4. Sensitivity Analysis Cases
Ku

Kv

v0

v1

v2

u0

u1

u2

Case 1

100

300

20

.1

.01

60

.1

.01

Case 2

100

300

20

.2

.01

60

.2

.01

Case 3

100

300

20

.3

.01

60

.3

.01
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Figure 3. Nullclines for Cases 1, 2, and 3

u0=60
u0=100
u0=200
u0=300

Figure 4. Impact of Changes to u0 in Case 1

I now focus on the impact of operational changes on a system. In particular, I am interested in those
parameters that changes in the level of security (S) and in investment (I) in the system will likely influence.
I take security to be anything (capital, procedure, etc.) that reduces attacks or their severity. Similarly,
investment includes any other activity (other than use) that increases the system’s capability or capacity. I
conduct the analysis in two parts. First, I infer the impact on the parameters from changes in security and
investment. Then, I consider the impact on the critical point of changes in the various parameters in a
numerical example. In particular, I focus on the movement of the positive coexistence critical point (i.e.,
the one farthest from the origin).
One can estimate the impact of changes in security by evaluating first derivative of V* (the value of V at
the coexistence critical point) with respect to S and with respect to I as Equations 11 and 12 shows.
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∂V* ∂V* ∂v1 ∂V* ∂v2 ∂V* ∂u1 ∂V* ∂u2
=
+
+
+
∂s ∂v1 ∂s ∂v2 ∂s ∂u1 ∂s ∂u2 ∂s

(11)

∂V* ∂V* ∂Ku ∂V* ∂Kv
=
+
∂I ∂Ku ∂I
∂Kv ∂I

(12)

First, I consider the impact of investment or security changes. Substantial research demonstrates that
computer security imposes costs on users (Lampson, 2009). In a study of how people experience
security, Dourish, Grinter, Delgado de la Flor, and Joseph (2004) found that users cared about security
but were neutral to negative in their attitudes toward it. Post and Kagan (2007) reported that security
interfered with user tasks for many users.
It seems likely that increases in security will result in increases both in v 1 and u1 since increases in
security will likely reduce usability and, thus, increase “death rates” of users and value. It also seems likely
that increases in security will decrease v2 and u2 since the cost of security will decrease the value of the
interaction. In the two-population case, there are no attackers, so security is a pure cost. Further, it seems
likely that increased investment will increase both K u and Kv since it will increase capacity (Ku) and
capability (Kv). Table 5 summarizes these inferences in the “inferred” column. I calculated the partials of
V* with respect to its parameters at the stable critical point for Case 1 (203,73) (see “calculated” column in
Table 5 and section 6 in Appendix B).
Table 5. Impact of Changes in Security (S) and Investment (I)
Inferred

Calculated

𝜕𝑣1
≥0
𝜕𝑠

𝜕𝑉 ∗
= −358 ≤ 0
𝜕𝑣1

𝜕𝑣2
≤0
𝜕𝑠

𝜕𝑉 ∗
= 3581 ≥ 0
𝜕𝑣2

𝜕𝑢1
≥0
𝜕𝑠

𝜕𝑉 ∗
= −43 ≤ 0
𝜕𝑢1

𝜕𝑢2
≤0
𝜕𝑠

𝜕𝑉 ∗
= 436 ≥ 0
𝜕𝑢2

𝜕𝐾𝑣
≥0
𝜕𝐼

𝜕𝑉 ∗
= .76 ≥ 0
𝜕𝐾𝑣

𝜕𝐾𝑢
≥0
𝜕𝐼

𝜕𝑉 ∗
= .84 ≥ 0
𝜕𝐾𝑢

I evaluate the signs of the terms on the right hand side of Equations 11 and 12 using the signs in Table 5.
The terms in each of the first four rows have opposite signs, so, when one considers the signs of the
terms on the right hand sider of Equation 11, in Equation 11, one gets:
𝜕𝑉 ∗
≤0
𝜕𝑠

(13)

Similarly, terms in the last two rows in Table 5 have the same sign, so that Equation 12 reveals:
𝜕𝑉 ∗
≥0
𝜕𝐼

(14)

The consequence of Equations 13 and 14 is that increased security results in decreased system value
and that increased investment results in increased system value. Both of these results are as one would
expect in a world with no attackers.
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Three-population Model

In this section, I extend the two-population model to include a population of attackers that act as predators
of the IS; here, the IS itself serves as a host species for the attackers. The user remains in a mutualistic
relationship with the system value. I make three additional assumptions:


When the attacker population is small, the system looks like the two-population model.



The system value changes decreases with attacks.



The rate of attacks increases with system value.



The impact of attack on value is proportional to the product of system value and attacker
population

I acknowledge that these are strong assumptions and that data are not readily available to confirm them
empirically. Put another way, the model says that the rate of change in value, as a fraction of current
value, is proportional to the number of attacks. Similarly, the rate of change in the number of attacks as a
fraction of total attacks is proportional to the system’s value. These assumptions are consistent with the
assumptions of a predator-prey ecology (Smith, 1974).
The last of the new assumptions merits some discussion. In basic predator-prey models such as the
Lotka-Volterra model (Brauer & Castillo-Chavez, 2001), the birth rate of predators is assumed to be
𝑑 𝑁𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑑 .

proportional to the product of the predator population and the prey population:
= −𝑘 𝑁𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑦 𝑁𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑑 +
𝑑𝑡
𝑏𝑖𝑟𝑡ℎ 𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑑 ∗ 𝑁𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑑 . The first factor in the first term relates to the number of predators available for
breeding. The second factor relates to food supplies. The more prey there are, the more likely predators
are to encounter them (density of predators * density of prey), and so the more births will occur to
increase the predator population. A similar term with opposite sign occurs in the equation for prey. Max
Vision, a major cyber-criminal, conducted systematic scans of IP addresses for ports with known
weaknesses (Poulsen, 2011). His approach seems similar to the search of predator for prey. There are
many other examples of a product term’s being used to model interaction between species. Xiang, Zhou,
and Li (2006) propose an attack defense model of distributed denial-of-service attacks (DDOS) based on
the Lanchester warfare model (Lanchester, 1956; Davis, 1995). Similar relationships occur in
epidemiology (Brauer & Castillo-Chavez, 2001), chemical kinetics (Amdur & Hammes, 1966; Strogatz,
1994), economics (Goodwin, 1982; Sportelli, 1994; Dendrinos & Mullally, 1981).
Absent specific consideration of difficulty or punishment (which the current model does not include), it
seems reasonable to assume that the supply of attacks will vary with the value of the targets and vice
versa. Verizon (2014, p. 9) notes that “money-motivated breaches still outnumber others by a good
margin”, and Symantec (2015) notes that spear phishing attacks (a targeted email phishing attack) have
risen greatly, which suggests that criminals have become more selective about their choice of targets.
Both sources suggest that high target value motivates attacks.
The model is also consistent with foraging theory’s notion of information as value (Pirolli & Card, 1995).
Verizon (2015, p. 5) notes that, “in 70% of the attacks where we know the motive, there’s a secondary
victim”. So, as an example, subverting a website to infect visitors illustrates the principle: if the number of
visitors to a website increases (i.e., its value increases), then its attraction to attackers will also increase.
This area is clearly one where empirical research would be useful (e.g., by validating these assumptions
and estimating parameters).

4.1

The Model
𝑉̇ = −𝑣1 𝑉 + 𝑣2 𝑈𝑉 (1 − V

𝑣0 + 𝑈
) − 𝑣3 AV
𝐾𝑣 𝑈

(15)

𝑢0 + 𝑉
)
𝐾𝑢 𝑉

(16)

𝑈̇ = −𝑢1 𝑈 + 𝑢2 𝑈𝑉 (1 − U
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𝐴̇ = −𝑎1 𝐴 + 𝑎2 𝐴𝑉

(17)

In these equations, V = the value of the system, U = the population of users (proxy for the amount of use),
A = the volume of attacks, and all of the parameters are assumed positive.
Equations 15 and 16 reflect the mutualism between user and system. Equations 15 and 17 reflect the
predator-prey relationship between the attackers and the system. The parameters are similar to the twopopulation model with additional parameters for attackers and for the attacker value interaction. The
parameter a1 is the rate of attrition for attackers perhaps due to death or retirement. Similarly, a2 is its
“growth” rate. Since A and V do not have a mutualistic relationship, no one does not need an upper bound
on A.

4.2

Solution

To evaluate such a system of equations, I again identify the nullclines and critical points. To determine the
nullclines, I set 𝑉,̇ 𝑈,̇ and 𝐴̇ equal to 0. One can immediately note that V = 0, U = 0, and A = 0 are
nullclines and that there is a critical point at the origin. I then factor out V, U, and A from Equations 15, 16,
and 17, respectively, and get the following:
−v1 + v2 (U − V

v0 + U
) − v3 A = 0
𝐾v

(18)

u0 + V
)=0
Ku

(19)

−u1 + u2 (V − U

−a1 + a 2 V = 0

(20)

One can arrange Equations 18, 19, and 20 to give:
UV + v0 V − K v U +

v3
v1
Kv A +
K =0
v2
v2 v

(21)

u1
K =0
u2 u

(22)

UV + u0 U − K u V +

a1
=0
a2

(23)

𝑈𝑉𝑣2 + 𝑣0 𝑣2 𝑉 − 𝐾𝑣 𝑣2 𝑉 + 𝐾𝑣 𝑣1
𝐾𝑣 𝑣3

(24)

𝐾𝑢 (𝑉𝑢2 − 𝑢1 )
𝑢2 (𝑢0 + 𝑉)

(25)

V−
Solving Equations 21, 22, and 23 gives:
𝐴∗ =

𝑈∗ =
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a1
a2

𝑉∗ =

(26)

Equations 24 and 25 describe hyperbolic surfaces. Table 6 provides the asymptotes and intercepts.
Figure 5 shows the general appearance of these curves for the parameters of Case 4, which Table 7 lists.
Figure 6 illustrates the region in the vicinity of the non-zero critical point. Equation 27 shows the Jacobian
for this system (see section 7 in Appendix B).
Table 7 shows the solution. Since it is in the positive octant, it is economically feasible. Since all three of
the eigenvalues are real and negative, it follows that the critical point is stable. Since it is in the positive
octant, it is economically feasible.
Table 6. Three-population Asymptotes and Intercepts
Asymptotes
V→∞

Intercepts

U→∞

V=0

U=0

V null cline (14a)

U = -v0

V = Kv

U = (v1+Av3)/v2

V = -(v1Kv+Av3Kv)/v0v2

U null cline (14b)

U = Ku

V = -u0

U = -kuu1/u0u2

V = u1/u2

Figure 5. Nullclines for Three Species
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Table 7. Behavior at the Critical Point for Various Parameters
Parameters

Case 4

Case 5

Case 6

Kv

30000

30000

30000

Ku

10000

10000

10000

v0

100

100

100

v1

0.001

0.001

0.001

v2

0.03

0.03

0.03

v3

0.1

0.1

0.1

u0

100

100

100

u1

0.01

0.01

0.01

u2

0.01

0.01

0.01

a1

0.1

0.1

0.1

a2

0.00001

0.00006

0.001

Calculated resultant values
V*

10000

1667

100

U*

9900

9428

4950

A*

1969

2670

1479

Eigenvalues

-114

-31.8

-8.60

-85.8

-0.356-3.72 I

0.248

-0.201

-0.356+3.72 I

6.86

stable

stable spiral

unstable

Character

Figure 6. Vicinity of the Non-zero Critical Point (Case 4)

−100
𝐽 = [ 0.99
0.197

4.3

200
−100
0

−1000
0 ]
0

(27)

Critical Point Evaluation

One can calculate the values of the critical points from Equations 24, 25, and 26. The general procedure
for characterizing the critical points is as follows: one calculates the eigenvalues of the Jacobian. In
general, eigenvalues may be complex numbers. If any of the real parts is positive, the point is not stable.
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Negative real parts indicate stable points. One evaluates the eigenvalues by looking at the imaginary part.
If the eigenvalues are all real, the point is a sink. If complex, then the point is a spiral.
It is difficult to solve problems of this complexity using analytical methods. In particular, finding the
eigenvalues of the Jacobian in closed form is very hard. As such, I considered and evaluated several
cases numerically. As in the two-dimensional case, I chose parameters to illustrate the range of possible
behaviors. In choosing those cases, I made some effort to make the relationships between the parameters
plausible at least in order of magnitude. As Table 7 shows (see also section 8 in Appendix B), there are
sets of parameters that realize stable, spiral, and unstable systems.
The three cases in Table 7 have the same parameter values except for a 2, the rate at which attacks
benefit attackers. As the value of a2 changes, the system experiences phase changes. When a 2 is small,
the system is stable; as a2 increases, the system evolves to a stable spiral and, finally, to an unstable
system. I chose a2 for this analysis since it seems to be a way to characterize different types of attackers.
Small values of a2 would model less serious attackers, while larger values of a 2 would model serious
criminals who are attracted by high value targets, so these responses seem consistent with expectations.
In a similar fashion, one might expect a low value of a1 with state-sponsored attackers who have a low
attrition rate due to the state support. Performing similar sensitivity analysis for the other parameters still
needs to be done. In particular, it would be interesting to do a joint sensitivity analysis with a 2 and v3 (the
sensitivity of the system to attack).
Figures 7 and 8 show three-dimensional evolutions in the state space for cases 4 and 5. I created the
trajectories with ODEToolkit (Harvey Mudd College, 2013). The axes are U, V, and A. One can easily see
that the systems are, indeed, stable. Figure 8 illustrates the spiral of Case 5. In Figures 7 and 8, the o
symbol represents initial conditions, and the x symbol represents ending states (see Appendix D for
setup).
We have already seen that social media sites can fail due to lack of use and value and that cyberattacks
may cause severe loss of value (Ponemon Institute, 2012) and possibly business failure. Recently,
Altegrity, citing a cyberattack, filed for bankruptcy (Brickley, 2015). In testimony before the Subcommittee
on Small Business of the U.S. House of Representatives, Shapero (2013) suggested that most small
businesses could not survive a cyberattack that involved a data breach.
Note that the stable spiral suggests a situation in which there are waves of attacks to which defenders
respond, which results in oscillating value as the system approaches equilibrium. Data are not readily
available to illustrate this sort of behavior, but one can easily conceive it.
To clarify the spiral case, I plotted V against time (Figure 9). As one can see, V appears to have a damped
oscillation. Other authors have found similar fluctuations in security and financial systems. Rosenfeld et al.
(2007) present a dynamic model of computer security that combines limits to growth with escalation
prototypes. Under some circumstances, their model exhibits oscillating behavior. Muchnik and Solomon
(2003) simulate financial markets as systems of three types of interacting agents. Their results also
predict damped oscillations under certain circumstances. Such oscillations may be due partly to delays in
feedback loops as seen in the beer game (Senge, 1990; Sterman, 1989).

Figure 7. State Space Evolution of Case 4
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Figure 8. State Space Evolution of Case 5

Figure 9. Value Versus Time for Case 5

4.4

Sensitivity Analysis

I begin the sensitivity analysis by extending the marginal analysis of the two-population model. In the
three-population model,

∂V *
∂s

has three additional terms as Equation 28 shows:

∂V* ∂V* ∂v1 ∂V* ∂v2 ∂V* ∂u1 ∂V* ∂u2 ∂V* ∂a1 ∂V* ∂a2 ∂V*
=
+
+
+
+
+
+
∂s ∂v1 ∂s ∂v2 ∂s ∂u1 ∂s ∂u2 ∂s ∂a1 ∂s ∂a2 ∂s ∂v3

(28)

The sort of analysis used previously reveals that the three new terms are all positive in sign as expected.
Pendegraft and Rounds (2007) notes that their simulation model had states in which increasing security
caused the value of the system to decrease. Thus, one can ask under what circumstances will increasing
security cause the value of the system to increase. In other words, when is
28 gives the condition for

∂V *
∂s

∂V *
∂s

>0? Rearranging Equation

>0:

∂V* ∂a1 ∂V* ∂a2 ∂V* ∂v3
∂V* ∂v1 ∂V* ∂v2 ∂V* ∂u1 ∂V* ∂u2
+
+
> -(
+
+
+
)
∂a1 ∂s ∂a2 ∂s ∂v3 ∂s
∂v1 ∂s ∂v2 ∂s ∂u1 ∂s ∂u2 ∂s
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Note that the model does not assume that a particular security technology affects only one parameter. On
the contrary, I suspect that most security measures affect more than one. For example, increased
perimeter protection (longer passwords, firewalls, etc.) may cause increases in a 1 and decreases in a2.
Clearly, we need empirical work to estimate the various factors in particular situations. Rounds,
Pendegraft, and Alves Foss (2013) report on efforts to experimentally evaluate such parameters for a
related simulation model.
Since one can analytically evaluate the critical point, I conducted a limited marginal analysis on V*. That
is, I examined the impact on V* of changes in the parameters. There are presumably three ways to
improve a system’s value with security: by reducing the number of attackers (via a 1), by reducing the
impact of an attack on V (via v3), and by reducing the benefit to the attackers (via a 2). All three methods
reduce the attackers’ numbers. Since V* = a1/a2, one can calculate the impact of changes in various
parameters. In particular, I note that:
𝜕𝑉 ∗
1
=
>0
𝜕𝑎1 𝑎2

(30)

𝜕𝑉 ∗
𝑎1
=− 2<0
𝜕𝑎2
𝑎2

(31)

𝜕𝑉 ∗
= 0.
𝜕𝑣3

(32)

And that:

The signs of the derivatives in 30 and 31 seem as expected. Increasing a1 (death rate of attackers) should
increase the value of the system. Likewise, decreasing a 2, the rate at which attackers benefit from attacks,
should also increase V*. However, the third result is surprising. It suggests that changing the impact of
attacks on the system results in no change in the critical point, nor does changing any other parameter
change the value of V*. The policy implication is clear: for stable solutions, it is better to reduce the
number of attackers or to reduce their rewards from attacking than to reduce their impact on the system.
In other words, a policy that reduces number of attackers or the benefits that they derive is better than a
damage-control policy. In particular, reducing the number of attackers is attractive.
It is interesting to consider whether these results offer useful implications for individual firms or
governments. The current model has only a single target, so it does not illuminate issues associated with
attacker choice (see Sandler and Lapan (1988) for a discussion of attacker choice in terrorism). Most
individual firms can suitably harden their systems to reduce the rewards to attackers and, thus, perhaps
reduce the number of attacks on their own systems, but they can probably not reduce the total number of
attackers. However, Microsoft’s recent efforts to assist in the law-enforcement effort to bring down a fraud
botnet suggests that an individual firm with significant technical and economic resources can directly
reduce the number of attackers (Stewart & Marr, 2013). Indeed, there may be a business opportunity here
for a firm with adequate resources to directly go after attackers via legal or technical means. This event
also illustrates the importance of law enforcement and diplomatic efforts to reduce the number of
attackers.
The current state of law and technology makes such a policy difficult (Davenport, 2002). The results
suggest that legal remedies could be of value if one can identify attackers and reach them through the
legal system. Such measures require knowing the identity of the attackers, and, as Armstrong and Forde
(2003) note, anonymity on the Internet is a serious security issue. The three-population model supports
their concern. Given this difficulty, the three-population model recommends keeping attackers out rather
than controlling damage. Indeed, it suggests that damage control has little value.
Now, substitute the results (30, 31, 32) into Equation 29 and note that all of the terms on the right hand
side of Equation 29 are 0 since they contain derivatives of V* with respect to variables on which it does
not depend.
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∂V* ∂a1 ∂V* ∂a2
+
>0
∂a1 ∂s ∂a2 ∂s

(33)

1 ∂a1 𝑎1 ∂a2
>0
𝑎2 ∂s 𝑎22 ∂s

(34)

∂a1
∂a2
> V∗
∂s
∂s

(35)

Substituting 30 and 31 into 33 gives:

Which gives:

The inequality in Equation 35 is a condition for increased security’s being desirable in the sense of
∂a
∂a
increasing V. It seems likely that 1 > 0 (increased death rate) and that 2 <0 (decreased growth rate).
∂s
∂s
Hence, this result (Equation 35) would seem to hold in most cases. Since the simulation results I refer to
earlier (Pendegraft & Rounds, 2007) suggest otherwise, my results suggest that the current model does
not adequately consider the direct costs of security on the system. It remains to extend the model in this
way.
One might ask under what conditions:
𝜕𝑉 ∗
𝜕𝑉 ∗
>−
𝜕𝑎1
𝜕𝑎2

(36)

That is, when is it better to increase the death rate of attackers rather than reduce the benefit they
receive? Reducing the benefit means decreasing a2, which explains the negative sign on the right hand
side of Equation 35. That condition is met when:
𝑎2 > 𝑎1

(37)

That is, it is better to reduce the benefits of attacking (i.e., harden the site) when the marginal impact of
that action on the attackers is greater than the current attacker “death rate”.

5

Discussion

While I made no effort to assign empirically determined values to the parameters, I did try to keep the
relative magnitudes of the parameters reasonable. For example, death rates are all of magnitude 0.1,
which seems plausible. However, since I do not specify the basic units of the variables (V,U, and A), I
made no more accurate attempt to estimate the parameters, which presents an opportunity for future
work. Rounds et al. (2013) report on efforts to experimentally evaluate such parameters for a related
simulation model.
The general result of the model is consistent with what one would expect from a real system. Consider the
two population cases illustrated with numeric examples. In the first, the two nullclines intersect in the real
plane, which gives one coexistence critical point, a stable equilibrium at the origin, and a saddle point
between them. Thus, there is a set of points “close” to the origin that will evolve to the origin (i.e.,
extinction of the system). Initial conditions “farther” from the origin will evolve to the stable equilibrium
point, which is consistent with the notion that sufficient resources must be invested in an information
system to “jump start” it. That is, it is necessary to provide sufficient investment to provide enough value to
initial users to allow the system to survive.
In Case 3 of the two-population model and Case 6 of the three-population model, the nullclines do not
intersect at all. In these cases, the only stable point is the origin, which means that the system will run to
extinction of both value and users. Thus, it is important from a design point of view to be able to
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distinguish between these two types of situations and, in the first (with intersecting nullclines), to ensure
that sufficient capital is deployed initially to give initial conditions of V in the viable area. The sensitivity
analysis suggests that increases in security may move the coexistence equilibrium closer to the origin
and, thus, reduce the system’s value.
There are several interesting policy implications from the three-population model: 1) that active measures
against attackers by law enforcement or diplomatic efforts have value and 2) that hardening a target in
such a way as to deny value to attackers also has merit. Defensive measures taken to preserve value, on
the other hand, do not. The results call into question the merits of storing customer credit card numbers.
Stored numbers, if compromised, can create value for attackers (by increasing a 2), while the additional
value created by their storage (increased v2) does not affect the critical point.
The fact that some security measures such as backups seem to have no impact on V* is interesting. At
least two reasons can explain this result. First, the model does not reflect destruction of system
components by attack but rather the reduction in their value. Second, the model does not consider natural
disasters that do commonly destroy systems. Thus, backup and restoration have no impact on V* in the
model. Since natural disasters are relatively rare, modeling them as random phenomena that temporarily
increase v1 (i.e. treating v1 as an random variable) seems reasonable. Doing so is beyond the scope of
this paper, but it could be a profitable extension to this model (I thank an anonymous reviewer for drawing
my attention to this matter).
The model presented here demonstrates that it is possible for a system to be stable and that its behavior
closely depends on its parameters. The model has several limitations. The first is that it is inherently
simple. The second is that it is static in the sense that the parameters are constant over time. The third is
that it does not consider the direct costs of security measures. The fourth is that it does not consider other
modes of system failure. Future work can perhaps address these limitations. As I note throughout the
paper, opportunities abound for conducting further sensitivity analyses on the model.
One major open issue has to do with attacker choice. If different targets have different parameter values,
how will attackers choose how to allocate their efforts between targets? This issue is especially important
in light of the notion that hardening a website is a good defensive strategy. Likewise, not all attackers are
identical: how should defenders react in a world with different sorts of attackers?
Clearly, we need much empirical work needs before one can use this model to develop policies for
specific systems. In particular, one would need to empirically evaluate specific macro-economic
parameters. This need highlights a major problem in current thinking about information security; namely,
that we do not adequately understand the character and motivation of attackers. Indeed, we do not
adequately understand the economics of using information systems. I hope that this work will be a small
step in improving that understanding.
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Appendix A: Notation
Table A1. Notation
V

Value of the system

U

Amount of use

A

Number of attacks

X

Time rate of change of X

Kv

Natural exogenous upper limit on system value

Ku

Natural exogenous upper limit on usage

u0

Value of V at which the upper limit on U is Ku/2

u1

Natural rate at which users quit using the system

u2

Rate at which usage and value increase users

v0

Value of U at which the upper limit on V is Kv/2

v1

Natural “obsolescence” rate of the system values

v2

Rate at which usage and value increases value

v3

Rate at which attacks and value decrease value

a1

Natural rate at which attackers quit attacking

a2

Rate at which attacks and value increase attackers

I

Investment in infrastructure

s

Investment in security
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Appendix B: Maple Scripts
Note: Some output and white space has been removed for clarity and some inadvertent reformatting
occurred in the transfer from Maple (by Waterloo Maple, Inc.).
> #############Obligate mutualism###### 15 Dec 2015
> restart;interface(warnlevel=0):
> with(plottools):with(plots):with(Student[Calculus1]):with(Student):
> with(VectorCalculus):with(LinearAlgebra):interface(warnlevel=3):
> ################## the differential equations###############
> Udot:=-u1*U+u2*U*V*(1-U*(u0+V)/(ku*V)):;
> Vdot:=-v1*V+v2*U*V*(1-V*(v0+U)/(kv*U)):;
> #############################################################
> ########################### Section 1 #######################
> ################## the jacobian #############################
> J:=simplify(Jacobian([Vdot,Udot],[V,U]));

> #############################nullclines######################
> eq1:=U*V+v0*V-kv*U+kv*v1/v2=0:
> eq2:=U*V+u0*U-ku*V+ku*u1/u2=0:
> #############################find the critical points########
> ################ intersection of the null clines#############
> intercepts:=(solve({eq1,eq2},{V,U})):eval(radical(intercepts)):;
> intercepts:=(solve({eq1,eq2},{U,V})):eval(radical(intercepts)):;
> ###################SECTION 2 ############################
> ################## PARAMETER SET 1 #######################
> ###################### TABLE 2##################
> ku:=100:kv:=300:
> v0:=20:v1:=.1:v2:=.01:
> u0:=60:u1:=.1:u2:=.01:
> s:=solve({Udot,Vdot},{U,V}); s[1,1];
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> #!MAGIC NUMBER! to deal with random order of solutions
> Vstar:=203.6962513;

> ##################SECTION 3 ####################
> ################### Critical Point Evaluation ##################
> ################ TABLE 3 ################
> intercepts:=evalf(solve({Vdot,Udot},{V,U}));
> V1intercept:=solve({eq1,U=0},{V,U});U1intercept:=solve({eq1,V=0},{V,U});
> V2intercept:=solve({eq2,U=0},{V,U});U2intercept:=solve({eq2,V=0},{V,U});
> Origin:=solve({V=0,U=0},{V,U});
> print("+++++++++++++++++");;
> #################Jacobian at intersection###################
> intercepts[1];J1:=simplify(eval(J,intercepts[1])); E1:=Eigenvalues(Matrix(J1));
> print("+++++++++++++++++");
> intercepts[2];J2:=eval(J,intercepts[2]);E2:=Eigenvalues(J2);
> print("+++++++++++++++++");;
> Origin;J0:=eval(J,Origin); E0:=Eigenvalues(J0);
> print("+++++++++++++++++");
> U1intercept;J4:=eval(J,U1intercept); E4:=Eigenvalues(J4);
> print("+++++++++++++++++");
> V2intercept;J5:=eval(J,V2intercept); E5:=Eigenvalues(J5);
> print("+++++++++++++++++");
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> ###################SECTION 4 ####################################
> ################ Plot Nullclines and Phase Portraits ############
> ########################## Figure 2 #######################
> with(DEtools):unassign('ku','kv','v0','v1','v2','u0','u1','u2');
> de1:=diff(U(t),t)=-u1*U(t)+u2*U(t)*V(t)*(1-U(t)*(u0+V(t))/(ku*V(t))):
> de2:=diff(V(t),t)=-v1*V(t)+v2*U(t)*V(t)*(1-V(t)*(v0+U(t))/(kv*U(t))):
> ku:=100:kv:=300:v0:=20:v1:=.1:v2:=.01:u0:=60:u1:=.1:u2:=.01:
> init := V(0)=100,U(0)=100:;
> U1:=solve(eq1,U):U2:=solve(eq2,U):f1:=x->eval(U1,V=x):f2:=x->eval(U2,V=x):
> P1:=plot([f1(v),f2(v)],v=0..300,u=0..100,color=[red,blue],linestyle=[1,1],thickness=[1,1]):
> P2:=plot([f1(v),f2(v)],v=0..30,u=0..30,color=[red,blue],linestyle=[1,1],thickness=[1,1]):
> P3:=phaseportrait({de1,de2},[V(t),U(t)],t=0..100,[[init]],U=0..100,V=0..300,labelfont=["Times",30]):
> P4:=phaseportrait({de1,de2},[V(t),U(t)],t=0..100,[[init]],U=0..30,V=0..30,labelfont=["Times",30]):
unstable CP
> display({P1,P3});display({P2,P4});
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> ########################SECTION 5 #######################
> ################ Sensitivity Analysis #####################
> ##################### Figure 3 #############################
> #######plot nullclines for various values of u1 and v1#########
> ku:=100:kv:=300:
> v0:=20:v1:=.1:v2:=.01:
> u0:=60:u1:=.1:u2:=.01:
> U1:=solve(eq1,U):U2:=solve(eq2,U):f1:=x->eval(U1,V=x):f2:=x->eval(U2,V=x):
> unassign('u1');u1alt1:=.2;:unassign('v1');v1alt1:=.2;
> U3:=subs(v1=v1alt1,subs(u1=u1alt1,[solve(eq1,U)])):
> U4:=subs(v1=v1alt1,subs(u1=u1alt1,[solve(eq2,U)])):
> f3:=x->eval(U3[1],V=x):f4:=x->eval(U4[1],V=x):
> u1alt2:=.3;v1alt2:=.3;
> U5:=subs(v1=v1alt2,subs(u1=u1alt2,[solve(eq1,U)])):
> U6:=subs(v1=v1alt2,subs(u1=u1alt2,[solve(eq2,U)])):
> f5:=x->eval(U5[1],V=x):f6:=x->eval(U6[1],V=x):
> plot([f1(v),f2(v),f3(v),f4(v),f5(v),f6(v)],v=0..300,u=0..100,color=[red,blue,red,blue,red,blue],
linestyle=[1,1,4,4,2,2],thickness=[1,1,5,5,5,5],legend=['f1','f2','f3','f4','f5','f6'],labelfont=["Times",30]);

>
> ##############################################
> ################### Figure 4 ####################
> #### plot nullclines for various value of u0 ###
> ku:=100:kv:=300:
> v0:=20:v1:=.1:v2:=.01:
> u0:=60:u1:=.1:u2:=.01:
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> U1:=solve(eq1,U):U2:=solve(eq2,U):
> u0:=100:U2100:=solve(eq2,U):g2:=x->eval(U2100,V=x):
> u0:=200:U2200:=solve(eq2,U):g3:=x->eval(U2200,V=x):
> u0:=300:U2300:=solve(eq2,U):g4:=x->eval(U2300,V=x):
> fku:=x->ku:fkw(x):=x->kv:fcu:=x->-v0: #functions for plot
> f:=x->eval(U1,V=x):

# need for plots

> g:=x->eval(U2,V=x):

# need for plots

> plot([f(v),g(v),g2(v),g3(v),g4(v)],v=0..250,u=0..100, thickness=2,color=[blue],thickness=[1],labelfont=["Times",30]);
>

> ############### SECTION 6 ############################
> ###### RESET PARAMETERS TO CASE 1 ############
> ku:=100:kv:=300:
> v0:=20:v1:=.1:v2:=.01:
> u0:=60:u1:=.1:u2:=.01:
> ########## Derivatives of V at the CP near (73,203) ##############
> ######## Calculate with diff function ########
> ########## For TABLE 5 ###########
> ############ Calculate dVdv1 ###########################
> old:=v1;unassign('v1');x:=v1;
> i:=solve(({Udot,Vdot},{V,U})):i:=allvalues(i);
> ## calculate derivatives for both values of V* ##
> cp1:=i[1,2]:d:=diff(%,v1);Vs1:=rhs(evalf(subs(v1=old,cp1))):dV1dx:=evalf(subs(v1=old,d)):
> cp2:=i[2,2]:d:=diff(%,v1);Vs2:=rhs(evalf(subs(v1=old,cp2))):dV2dx:=evalf(subs(v1=old,d)):
> if Vs1>Vs2 then dVdx:=dV1dx; Vx:=Vs1; else dVdx:=dV2dx; Vs:=Vs2; end if;
> v1:=old;
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> #################Check by perterbation######
> delta:=0.00001;old:=v1;v1:=old+delta;
> i:=solve(({Udot,Vdot},{V,U}));:
> Vstar1:=rhs(i[1,2]):Vstar2:=rhs(i[2,2]):
> Vnew:=max(Vstar1,Vstar2);
> dVdv1:=(Vnew-Vstar)/delta;v1:=old;
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> ############ Calculate dVdv2 ###########################
> old:=v2;unassign('v2');x:=v2;
> i:=solve(({Udot,Vdot},{V,U})):i:=allvalues(i):;
> cp1:=i[1,2]:d:=diff(%,v2):Vs1:=rhs(evalf(subs(v2=old,cp1))):dV1dx:=evalf(subs(v2=old,d)):
> cp2:=i[2,2]:d:=diff(%,v2):Vs2:=rhs(evalf(subs(v2=old,cp2))):dV2dx:=evalf(subs(v2=old,d)):
> if Vs1>Vs2 then dVdx:=dV1dx; Vx:=Vs1; else dVdx:=dV2dx; Vs:=Vs2; end if;
> v2:=old;

> #################Check by perterbation######
> old:=v2;v2:=old+delta;
> i:=solve(({Udot,Vdot},{V,U})):;
> Vstar1:=rhs(i[1,2]):Vstar2:=rhs(i[2,2]):
> Vnew:=max(Vstar1,Vstar2);
> dVdv2:=(Vnew-Vstar)/delta;v2:=old;

> ############### Calculate dVdu1 ########################
> old:=u1;unassign('u1');x:=u1;
> i:=solve(({Udot,Vdot},{V,U})):i:=allvalues(i):;
> cp1:=i[1,2]:d:=diff(%,u1):Vs1:=rhs(evalf(subs(u1=old,cp1))):dV1dx:=evalf(subs(u1=old,d)):
> cp2:=i[2,2]:d:=diff(%,u1):Vs2:=rhs(evalf(subs(u1=old,cp2))):dV2dx:=evalf(subs(u1=old,d)):
> if Vs1>Vs2 then dVdx:=dV1dx; Vx:=Vs1; else dVdx:=dV2dx; Vs:=Vs2; end if;
> u1:=old;
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> ########Check by perterbation################
> old:=u1;u1:=old+delta;
> i:=solve(({Udot,Vdot},{V,U})): #solve for CP as a function of u1
> Vstar1:=rhs(i[1,2]):Vstar2:=rhs(i[2,2]):
> Vnew:=max(Vstar1,Vstar2):;
> dVdu1:=(Vnew-Vstar)/delta;u1:=old;

> ############ Calculate dVdu2 ###########################
> old:=u2;unassign('u2');x:=u2;
> i:=solve(({Udot,Vdot},{V,U})):i:=allvalues(i):;
> cp1:=i[1,2]:d:=diff(%,u2):Vs1:=rhs(evalf(subs(u2=old,cp1))):dV1dx:=evalf(subs(u2=old,d)):
> cp2:=i[2,2]:d:=diff(%,u2):Vs2:=rhs(evalf(subs(u2=old,cp2))):dV2dx:=evalf(subs(u2=old,d)):
> if Vs1>Vs2 then dVdx:=dV1dx; Vx:=Vs1; else dVdx:=dV2dx; Vs:=Vs2; end if;
> u2:=old;

>
> #################Check by perterbation######
> delta:=.000001;old:=u2;u2:=old+delta;
> i:=solve(({Udot,Vdot},{V,U})):
> Vstar1:=rhs(i[1,2]):Vstar2:=rhs(i[2,2]):
> Vnew:=max(Vstar1,Vstar2);
> dVdu2:=(Vnew-Vstar)/delta;u2:=old;
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>
> ############ Calculate dVdkv ###########################
> delta:=.00001;old:=kv;unassign('kv');x:=kv;
> i:=solve(({Udot,Vdot},{V,U})):i:=allvalues(i):;
> cp1:=i[1,2]:d:=diff(%,kv):Vs1:=rhs(evalf(subs(kv=old,cp1))):dV1dx:=evalf(subs(kv=old,d)):
> cp2:=i[2,2]:d:=diff(%,kv):Vs2:=rhs(evalf(subs(kv=old,cp2))):dV2dx:=evalf(subs(kv=old,d)):
> if Vs1>Vs2 then dVdx:=dV1dx; Vx:=Vs1; else dVdx:=dV2dx; Vs:=Vs2; end if;
> kv:=old;

> #################Check by perterbation######
> old:=kv;kv:=old+delta;
> i:=solve(({Udot,Vdot},{V,U})):
> Vstar1:=rhs(i[1,2]):Vstar2:=rhs(i[2,2]):
> Vnew:=max(Vstar1,Vstar2);
> dVdkv:=(Vnew-Vstar)/delta;kv:=old;

> ############ Calculate dVdku ###########################
> old:=ku;unassign('ku');x:=ku;
> i:=solve(({Udot,Vdot},{V,U})):i:=allvalues(i):;
> cp1:=i[1,2]:d:=diff(%,ku):Vs1:=rhs(evalf(subs(ku=old,cp1))):dV1dx:=evalf(subs(ku=old,d)):
> cp2:=i[2,2]:d:=diff(%,ku):Vs2:=rhs(evalf(subs(ku=old,cp2))):dV2dx:=evalf(subs(ku=old,d)):
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> if Vs1>Vs2 then dVdx:=dV1dx; Vx:=Vs1; else dVdx:=dV2dx; Vs:=Vs2; end if;
> ku:=old;

>> #################Check by perterbation######
> old:=ku;ku:=old+delta;
> i:=solve(({Udot,Vdot},{V,U})):;
> Vstar1:=rhs(i[1,2]):;
> Vstar2:=rhs(i[2,2]):;
> Vnew:=max(Vstar1,Vstar2);
> dVdku:=(Vnew-Vstar)/delta;ku:=old;

#########################################################
### 3D Model ##
#########################################################
> #### 3 species 3d solution with no upper bound on A
> restart; with(VectorCalculus):with(student):with(LinearAlgebra):
> # 18 May 2015,
> # revised 17 Aug 2015, 15 Dec 2015
> ######### the 3d differential equations##################
> Vdot:=v2*U*V*(1-V*(v0+U)/(kv*U)) - v3*A*V:
> Udot:=-u1*U+u2*U*V*(1-U*(u0+V)/(ku*V)):
> Adot:=-a1*A+a2*A*V:
> ######################## 3d nullclines###############
> eqV:=U*V+v0*V-kv*U +kv*v1/v2+A*kv*v3/v2=0:
> eqU:=U*V+u0*U-ku*V+ku*u1/u2=0:
> eqA:=-a1+a2*V=0:
> Astar:=solve(eqA,V):
> Ustar:=subs(V=a1/a2,solve(eqU,U)):
> Astar:=solve(subs(V=a1/a2,subs(U=ku*(+V*u2-u1)/(u2*(u0+V)),eqV)),A):
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> ################## 3d jacobian#######################
> J3d:=Jacobian([Vdot,Udot,Adot],[V,U,A]):
> J3d:=subs(V=a1/a2,subs(U=ku*(+V*u2-u1)/(u2*(u0+V)),J3d)):
> ############## prep nullclines for plotting #########
> eq1V:=solve(eqV,V):eq2V:=solve(eqU,V):eq3V:=solve(eqA,V):
> ## 3d plot prep #####################
> plotncV:=(x,y)->eval(eq1V,{U=x,A=y}):
> plotncU:=(x,y)->eval(eq2V,U=x):
> plotncA:=(x,y)->eval(eq3V,A=y):
> ####################### CASE 1 #########################
> kv:=30000;ku:=10000;
> v0:=100;v1:=0.001;v2:=.03;v3:=.1;
> u0:=100;u1:=.01;u2:=.01;
> a1:=.1;a2:=.00001;
> fku:=x->ku:fkv(x):=x->kv:fcu:=x->-v0:fav:=y->u0:

> ################ SECTION 7 ############################
> ################## Existence of Various Responses ##########
> ############################################
> ##### Table 7 Case 4 & Equation 16 Jacobian #####
> a2:=.00001;cp3d:=solve({eqA,eqU,eqV});
> j3d:=Matrix(eval(J3d,cp3d));E:=evalf(Eigenvalues(j3d));
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> #################### Table 7 Case 5 #######################
> a2:=.00006;cp3d:=solve({eqA,eqU,eqV});
> j3d:=Matrix(eval(J3d,cp3d)):E:=evalf(Eigenvalues(j3d));

> ################### Table 7 Case 6 ########################
> a2:=.001;cp3d:=solve({eqA,eqU,eqV});
> j3d:=Matrix(eval(J3d,cp3d));E:=evalf(Eigenvalues(j3d));
> EigenVectors:=evalf(Eigenvectors(j3d, output='list')):;

> #################

SECTION 8 ############################

> ############## 3d Nullcines ##############
> ######################################################

> umin:=9850:umax:=9950:amin:=1500:amax:=2500:a2:=.00001;
> plot3d({plotncV(u,a), plotncU(u,a), plotncA(u,a)},u=umin..umax,a=amin..amax, axes=boxed, title="3d All");

> ######################################################
> ############## Individual Nullcines ##############
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> ######################################################
> umin:=5000:umax:=10000:amin:=0:amax:=3000:
> plot3d(plotncV(u,a),u=umin..umax,a=amin..amax, color=(red), labels = ['U','A','V'],axes=boxed, title="3d V
nullcline",titlefont=[TIMES,ROMAN,16],labelfont=["Times",25]);
> umin:=9000:umax:=12000:amin:=0:amax:=2000:
>
plot3d(plotncU(u,a),u=umin..umax,a=amin..amax,
color=(blue),
labels
=
['U','A','V'],axes=boxed,
titlefont=[TIMES,ROMAN,16],title="3d U nullcline",titlefont=[TIMES,ROMAN,16],labelfont=["Times",25]);
> plot3d(plotncA(u,a),u=umin..umax,a=amin..amax, color=(green), axes=boxed, labels = ['U','A','V'],title="3d A
nullcline",titlefont=[TIMES,ROMAN,16],labelfont=["Times",25]);
>
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Appendix D: ODEToolkit Setup for Figure 8

Figure D1. ODEToolkit Setup for Figure 8
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